J. E. MOCK PORTRAIT COLLECTION

This collection currently exists as part of the Oversize photo collection, and is numbered as such. It consists of OS Box 15-16

Trustees:

BOX 15
Mock 1 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of M. Herbert Eisenhart

Mock 2 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Charles. K. Flint

Mock 3 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Edward A. Halbleib

Mock 4 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of A. Edwin Crockett

Mock 5 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of George W. Clark

Mock 7 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Ezra A. Hale

Mock 8 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of William B. Hale

Mock 9 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Verner C. Kreuter

Mock 10 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Frank Moffett

Mock 11 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Oscar H. Piper

Mock 12 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of John D. Pike

Mock 13 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Henry C. Stevenson

Mock 14 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Benjamin G. Stallman

Mock 15 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of P. Richard Jameson

Mock 16 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of C.W. Wiltsie

Mock 17 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Herbert S. West?

Mock 18 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Raymond L. Thompson

Mock 19 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14" rag card, portrait of Kendall B.
Castle

Mock 20 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of A.K. Chapman

BOX 16
Mock 21 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of Brackett H. Clark

Mock 22 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of Herman Russell

Mock 23 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of Rush Rhees

Mock 24 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of Albert F. Salzer

Mock 25 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of Arthur W. Beale

Mock 26 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of Sol Heumann

Mock 27 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of Carl S. Hallauer

Mock 28 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of John P. Boylan

Mock 29 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of Herbert W. Bramley

Mock 30 - b/w photograph, 8 x10" window matted in 11 x14” rag card, portrait of Theodore C. Briggs

Mock 31  Mrs. William B. Hale
Mock 32  Mrs. Fannie Bigelow
Mock 33  Mrs. C. Schuler Davies
Mock 34  Mrs. William B. Lee
Mock 35  Dr. Herbert S. Weet
Mock 36  James Booth (Father of Irving Booth)
Mock 37  James Gleason
Mock 38  J. A. Randall
Mock 39  George Wilson Hoke
5x8 Photographs

Mock 40  A. E. Beale
Mock 41  K. Castle
Mock 42  A. Chapman
Mock 43  G. Clark
Mock 44  Mrs. S. Davis
Mock 45  C. Flint
Mock 46  Mrs. Lee
Mock 47  J. A. Randall
Mock 48  B. Stallman
Mock 49  Stevenson
Mock 50  R. Thompson